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Lyric by Will D. Cobb.
Music by Leo Edwards.

Sunbeam Sal. Andantino.

There never was another same as you, So different from the rest of folks I knew, A
Had I the speech of poets to command, how I might of made you understand, How
Some- more to me you were than Earth and Sky, But
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Nature smiled on you and made you so;
all that I could say was just goodbye.

Wild, but still the sweetest flowers are wild,
Seems I still can hear you soft and low.

Heart, not of a woman but a child,
Hear you gently pleading boy don't go,

Clouds up in the sky, Jes, naturally rolled by,
Telling me your fears, Your eyes too proud for tears,
When you smiled,
Boy don't go,

When you smiled.
Boy don't go.

Refrain.

Sun-beam Sal, Sun-beam Sal, not exactly "lady like," but

"sure some" Gal; Kind of eyes so bright and clear that

twink-led like the dew, Kind of laugh you like to hear with
music sprinkled through, Back on Half Moon Mountain 'neath the

old Love Letter Tree, Flowers just as wild as you now

keep you company, Maybe not an angel,

may-be not old pal, But you sure made the world 'some brighter,' Sun-beam Sal.